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About This Game

On a road trip for Halloween, your car breaks down on the side of the road. A strange set of circumstances follows, as a young
child appears screaming for your help and then disappears into the corn fields. Now that you've been stranded here in the middle
of nowhere, you must wander into the cornfields to save this child - whoever she is. You will encounter many challenges along

the way that may surprise and frighten you. This game is specifically built for VR and contains realistic graphics that will
immerse you in the environment. Pitchfork is both terrifying and enjoyable, with a story line that will keep you guessing.
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Title: PitchFork
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Jacob Velez
Publisher:
Iron Guard Cyber Security
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space
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the story was really deep and interesting, i spent a good 100+ hours on this amazing game and i wish for it to get a prequel. I am
hooked on Ape Out- at first, when I played the campaign, I thought it was pretty cool with good music, but after I started
playing arcade mode and harder editions (especially harder single ;-;) it becomes incredibly obvious that the skill cap for this
game is incredibly high, and especially with the recent patch making the game more fair, I have to strongly recommend this
game. Right now, its the 2019 game of the year for me.. Old school as can be, but fun, in a turn-based, pick-up-and-deliver way.
Not intense in any way, slow paced, but light puzzles and charming theme 100% appropriate for kids - 'G'-rated Tales of
Arabian nights with a bit of Old Testament feel to it (though no Hebrews, etc.). Has a quirky combat and haggling system (same
system for both tasks), and ultralite 'management' (you are managing a caravan). If you enjoyed Drug Wars or Merchant Prince
back in the day, this scratches the same itch.. Came for the tech tree, stayed for the terminal.. The easiest way for me to support
the devs of the game :3

(Leopard Cat is my husbando <3). Awesome game. I liked it,...it's not a fast game,...but..if you like to try out think the
enemy...it's fun..and keep in mind the era of play.. haveant played it. RPG elements are quite light

-Campaign is fairly on the rails

-Actual card-game combat is quite solid and the AI pilots its decks surprisingly well given how dated the graphical presentation
of everything is

-Experienced Magic players, especially experienced booster draft players, will find the deck construction somewhat simplistic.
Many cards are quite obviously at suboptimal rates or provide effects that are clearly not worth 1 of your precious 16 card slots.

-Many of the enemy decks are quite extreme in their focus, varying wildly from hard aggro to pillow-fort control to voltron suit-
ups and most fights are basically puzzles, figuring out the exact mechanics of the enemy deck and making sure you have a
defense/solution to resolve it.

Given the 16 card limit and the wide and aburpt variance of enemy strategies, much of the challenge comes in trying to find a
middle ground that finds a way to resolve whatever the opposition deck is set up to do. many opposition decks ask very specific
questions of you, but the questions they ask are very different. Lose to one enemy because you didnt have an answer? You can
reload or try again and reconfigure your deck, but radically configuring your 16 cards to specifically answer one enemy will set
you up to be unable to answer the next.

However, despite the simplicty of the game at numerous levels, it is well constructed and play is sufficiently deep to create a fun
experience. Because of its age, it does not alt-tab in windows 10, so I generally only ever played a few battles at a time, but its
fun enough that I do find myself firing it up and banging out those few battles pretty frequently.
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VERY IMPORTANT NOTE:
Presently this DLC remains only available in Russian, although Steam states otherwise, as of the date of this review. The English
translation is not complete. I cannot recommend DLC that cannot be accessed!

The DLC updates the game to SDTEHO 1.6.0, so if you do not see that on the main menu, this means it is not there.
In addition, there are SUBSTANTIAL requirements that have to be met BEFORE the DLC can be played, if those are not
aware, this DLC is meant to be played LATE GAME, not when the game is activated!

Final critical notes for requirements:
1) Tthe city of Saint-Pierre and the whole of Martinique were SUCCESSFULLY saved from the Spanish invaders ("Defense of
Saint-Pierre");
2) Charles de Mor went on a quest ( "In search of the Guardian of Truth" ) his brother or already found it (OR the main story is
over completely);
3) The French patent and the uniform of the French officer are present, are acquired after "Turtle Soup", or provided if Charles
de Maure initially turned them down. I do not know if you can get a second patent, if you $#@! up.
4) The recommended rank of Charles de Mora for the start of the plot campaign is AT LEAST 25-30 and above.. Not a bad
teaching program at all. Text and sound are very clear and its guided with screenshots.

Only thing i would have seen different, saving on the topic where you last left, and sound controls for the voice so i dont have to
lower it myself in the windows mixer.. Cute, fun old school platformer.. ---{Graphics}---
\u2610 You forget what reality is
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2611 Good (graphic mods make it thicc)
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Don\u2018t look too long at it
\u2610 Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
\u2611 AWESOME
\u2610 Good
\u2610 It\u2018s just gameplay
\u2610 Mehh
\u2610 Starring at walls is better
\u2610 Just don\u2018t

---{Audio}---
\u2610 Eargasm
\u2611 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Earrape

---{Audience}---
\u2610 Kids
\u2611 Teens
\u2611 Adults
\u2610 Human

---{PC Requirements}---
\u2610 Check if you can run paint
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Decent
\u2611 Fast
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\u2610 Rich boiiiiii
\u2610 Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press 'A\u2018
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Difficult
\u2611 Dark Souls

---{Grind}---
\u2610 Nothing to grind
\u2611 Only if u care about achievements
\u2610 Isnt necessary to progress
\u2610 Average grind level
\u2610 Too much grind
\u2610 You\u2018ll need a second life for grinding

---{Game Time}---
\u2610 Long enough for a cup of coffee
\u2610 Short
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Long
\u2611 To infinity and beyond

---{Price}---
\u2610 It\u2019s free!
\u2611 Worth the price (BASE GAME)
\u2610 If u have some spare money left
\u2610 Not recommended
\u2611 You could also just burn your money (DLC POLICY)

---{Bugs}---
\u2611 Never heard of
\u2610 Minor bugs
\u2610 Can get annoying
\u2610 ARK: Survival Evolved
\u2610 The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs. this is♥♥♥♥♥. What I played of it was fun, but I only played like 3 hours
or so. It didn’t grab me though. It just made me long for Kriby’s Dream Course.. pretty cool
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